Detecting faults in electrical power grids is of paramount importance, either from the electricity operator and consumer viewpoints. Modern electric power grids (smart grids) are equipped with smart sensors that allow to gather real-time information regarding the physical condition of the elements forming the whole infrastructure (e.g., cables and related insulation, voltages and currents, breakers status and so on). In real-world smart grid systems, usually, the operator collects additional information that are indirectly connected to the operating status of the grid itself, such as meteorological information. Designing a suitable recognition (discrimination) model of faults in a real-world smart grid system is hence a challenging task. This follows from the heterogeneity of the information that actually determine a typical fault condition. The second point is that, for synthesizing a recognition model, in practice only the conditions of observed faults are usually meaningful. Therefore, a suitable recognition model should be synthesized by making use of the observed fault conditions only. In this paper, we deal with the problem of modeling and recognizing faults in a real-world smart grid system, which supplies the entire city of Rome, Italy. Recognition of faults is addressed by following a combined approach of multiple dissimilarity measures and one-class classification techniques. We provide here an in-depth study related to the available data and the correlations with respect to the solutions found by the proposed one-class classifier. We offer also a comprehensive analysis of the fault recognition results by exploiting a fuzzy set based mechanism for the decisions of the classifier.
Introduction
There are many definitions for a Smart Grid (SG). The SG European Technology Platform defines a SG as an "electricity network that can intelligently integrate the actions of all the connected users, generators, consumers and those that do both, in order to efficiently deliver sustainable economic and secure electricity supply" [3] . A SG employs innovative products and services together with intelligent monitoring, control, the designed OCC with the capability of producing also soft output decisions. This is implemented by interpreting the decision regions synthesized by the classifier as fuzzy sets with suitable membership functions [26, 27] . This fact allows us to provide also a measure of reliability concerning the already implemented hard classification mechanism. Finally, as concerns the experiments, we provide (i) several evaluations of the recognition systems on either synthetic and ACEA datasets, and (ii) a more in depth analysis of the informativeness of the solutions found by the classifier.
The paper is structured as follows. We offer a brief review on the one-class classification setting in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we describe the considered SG system and related data. Sec. 4 provides full details about the fault recognition system that we designed. In this section, we describe the system as a whole and also the new contributions introduced here in this study. In Sec. 5 we show and discuss the experiments. Finally in Sec. 6 we draw our conclusions.
Brief Overview on the One-class Classification Problem
The one-class classification problem can be considered as a particular instance of a standard n-class classification problem, where, during the training stage, patterns belonging to one class only are available. Such patterns are usually termed target or positive patterns. This particular scenario covers several interesting real-world situations [13, 15, 18, 22, 24, 33, 44] . Practically, OCCs define a decision rule on the basis of a model that is able to describe suitable boundaries pertaining the target patterns. Such boundaries define the decision regions/surface of the classifier. The aim of course is to synthesize effective models such that target patterns are recognized while non-target patterns are rejected.
Khan and Madden [24] provided a recent survey on the subject of one-class classification. One important class of OCCs has been elaborated from the well-known SVM [38, 43, 48] . Tax and Duin [43] defined a system called Support Vector Data Description (SVDD), which aims to recognize the target class with respect to any other possible non-target patterns. The classification model is defined in terms of hyper-spheres, which are placed over the training set through an SVM-like optimization problem (the minimization of the sphere radiuses is enforced). Such methods exploit the possibility of using positive definite kernel functions.
Schölkopf et al. [38] proposed an alternative approach to SVDD that employs a hyperplane, like in the conventional SVM case. The hyperplane is synthesized towards the aim of separating the region of the input space containing patterns form the region containing no data. Also this approach has the capability of using kernel functions. Other more recent approaches include algorithms based on the minimum spanning tree [21] and on Gaussian processes [23] .
The Considered Power Grid
The ACEA power grid is the electrical distribution grid of Rome, the capital city of Italy. The grid is constituted of backbones of uniform section, exerting radially with the possibility of counter-supply if a branch is out of order. Each backbone of the power grid is supplied by two distinct Primary Stations (PS) and each half-line is protected against faults through the breakers. Along each line, there is a breaking point and the position is chosen with respect to the preassigned performance of the electric current that flow in each half-line. The Medium Voltage (MV) power grid consists in lines in which the nominal voltage is 20 kV, with the presence of few "legacy" lines that still work at 8.4 kV. The MV part of the network covers 10,490 km while the Low Voltage (LV) section covers 11.120 km. Cables can be on air or underground and their sections can vary along the backbone with the presence of bottlenecks. The MV section has 1.565 lines in service and it is supplied with 76 PSs, while LV section is supplied with 13.292 Secondary Stations (SS).
We deal with the problem of modeling and recognizing a particular type of grid fault, which is commonly termed as localized fault (LF) [4] . Before providing a precise definition of a LF, it is important to discriminate among outages and faults, according to the CEI 5160 normative [1] . An outage (i.e., an interruption of the service) is the condition in which the voltage on the access point to the electrical energy of a user is less than 5% of the declared voltage on all phases of supply [4] . Three types of outage are considered: (i) long, if the duration is more than three minutes (long outages); (ii) short, if the duration is more than one second and less than three minutes (short outages); (iii) transient, if the duration does not exceed one second (transient outages).
A fault, instead, is related to the failure of the electrical insulation (e.g., cables insulation) that compromises the correct functioning of (part of) the grid. Therefore, a LF is effectively a fault in which a physical element of the grid is permanently damaged causing long outages.
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Representation of a Fault Pattern
Instances of fault patterns (FPs) describing LFs occurred in the SG have been elaborated from a historical database provided by ACEA. The considered period spans across 2009-2012. Faults are characterized by heterogeneous data, including weather conditions, spatio-temporal data (i.e., longitude-latitude pairs and timestamps), physical data related to the state of power grid and its electric equipments (e.g., measured currents and voltages), and finally meteorological data. As a consequence, a FP is effectively defined by features of various types, containing categorical (nominal) data, quantitative data (i.e., data having a welldefined ordering), and also Time Series (TS) describing short outages occurred before a LF. A detailed description of the considered features characterizing a FP is provided in Tab. 1. 
Data Preprocessing
Data normalization is a universally important aspect in pattern analysis, which becomes even more crucial when processing patterns characterized by many heterogeneous features. The available data provided by ACEA have been normalized using the affine normalization technique:
c is the original (non-normalized) value; m and M are, respectively, the minimum/maximum values for the specific feature in the considered dataset.
Temporal Data
The "Day start" and "Time start" features (Tab. 1) have been encoded as integer values. The former ranges in {0, 1, ..., 364}, and for the latter in {0, 1, ..., 1439}, which corresponds to the number of minutes in a year. Normalization of those data follows straightforwardly.
Spatial Data
Three types of information regarding the geographical position of a LF are available: the absolute position of the PS where the LF has occurred, and the absolute position of the two SSs delimiting the section of power line where the revealing system detected the LF. The original coordinates of the geographical position of the LF have been expressed in WGS84 (decimal degrees), the same that it is used in the GPS geolocalization system. It is reasonable that the informations regarding the PSs positions and the absolute locations of the LFs can provide indirectly the information about the amount of electric current flowing in the power line. The main hypotheses that led us to that statement are: (i) the MV lines have a radial distribution with respect to the PSs and their extension is of the order of kilometers, (ii) the portion of power line between the two SSs have an extension of hundreds of meters. In addition the power grid has a meshed structure and it is exercised "radially", so that every MV line is supplied through one PS only.
In Fig. 1 is depicted the typical scenario: a MV backbone composed by two lines supplied through two distinct PSs; the cutting point is situated in (roughly) the middle point. From the Kirchoff's law, the current that flowing in the MV line between the PS denoted by A and the node denoted by the integer 2 is equal at the sum of subsequent currents:
The intensity of the electric current in the MV lines decreases as we move away from the PS, until the cutting point is reached.
Thus, those three features (the PS and the two SS positions) have been reduced to two features: (i) the distance between the PS location ("Primary Station fault distance") and (ii) the middle point among the two SSs ("Median point") -see The maximum spatial resolution of the geographical localization of the LF is therefore defined by the two SS positions. The distance between two geographical locations is calculated through the Vincenty's algorithm [47] . The normalization process of the position data is based on the calculation of the largest quadrilateral that includes the farther stations of voltage transform (see Fig. 3 for an example). Hence, applying the affine normalization (1) 
Physical Data
The data describing the physical power grid is defined by both categorical and quantitative information. As concerns categorical data ("Primary station code"), the analyzed dataset has few missing values -less than 5%. However, the missing values of a feature have been substituted with the most frequent category for that feature. The normalization of quantitative data (i.e., "# Secondary station", "Current out of bounds", and "Cable section") is implemented by means of (1) .
An important feature that we consider is the electrical current value measured when the LF occurred. This was provided by ACEA in form of a long TS of electric current values, sampled every 10 minutes -data available for each SG backbone. In the dataset, we considered only a single scalar real-value for characterizing the whole TS, which is calculated by considering the data 3 hours before the LF. This time window is divided in two additional time windows, whereby finally computing the difference between the average values in each of those two time windows. This value is normalized with respect to the minimum and maximum values belonging to the considered backbone. This "compression" of the information conveyed by the whole TS describing the electrical current is performed with the aim to capture the average information about the "jumps" of the values of the electric current observed before the LF. Future research works will be focused to the study of the entire TS and its relation/causation with the observed LFs.
Meteorological Data
The meteorological data are acquired by suitable stations located in different areas of Rome. The "Rain" feature is calculated as the average millimeters of rain observed in the 24 hours antecedent the LF.
Short Outages Data
Here we describe the data related to the short outages observed before a LF. With an abuse of notation, we will refer to such sequences of events as time series, although formally such sequences are not sampled with a predefined constant period (those events are registered as they occur).
We consider three types of events that can be reconducted to the "short outages" types (see Sec. 3). The considered TS of events are: "Interruption (breaker)", the "Petersen alarms", and the "Saving intervention" (see Tab. 1). The short outages events are represented as variable-length sequences, which contain the temporal distances (expressed in seconds) from the subsequent LF event (see Fig. 4 for a visual example). The time window in which those events fall spans across three months (i.e., we search in the three months preceding a LF). A TS S i of K outage events is defined as follows:
where ξ is the temporal distance from the LF event considered as the origin, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the index distinguishing the three aforementioned types of outages, and K i(n) is the number of events for the i-th type of outage (that depends on the n-th pattern). Normalization of TSs data is performed differently. Given a dissimilarity measure for TSs (see Sec. 4.3.1), we compute off-line, for each short outage feature, the dissimilarity matrix -a square matrix containing the pairwise dissimilarity values. Hence, we apply the normalization dividing the dissimilarity value between two TSs with the maximum value of the dissimilarity matrix.
The Proposed One-class Classifier
As a consequence of the difficulty of modeling useful (and meaningful) instances of non-faults in the considered SG, we designed an OCC for the purpose of recognizing LFs. Such a goal is implemented by building a OCC relying on clustering techniques. The idea of using a cluster for modeling a region of the idealized "fault space", F, containing target patterns denoting LFs, is reasonable and also intuitive. The underlying assumption is that, similar statuses of the SG have similar chances of generating a LF, assumption that it is reflected by the cluster model.
A dataset of FPs is partitioned in k (disjoint) clusters, where each cluster contains faults having similar features. Accordingly, the most important component of the OCC system is the core dissimilarity measure d : F × F → R + , which assigns dissimilarity values to a pair of FPs. The partition, as well as other parameters that will be described in the following, constitute the model of the OCC.
The Dissimilarity Measure Among FPs
A FP x ∈ S is described as:
where the l-th feature, F l , 1 ≤ l ≤ m, lies in its specific feature space F l . Hence, each x lies on the m-fold product feature space
Given two FPs x, y ∈ S ⊂ F, the proposed weighted dissimilarity measure reads as:
where the operator represents a generic dissimilarity measure, and w j ∈ [0, 1] is the weight related to the j-th feature. In practice, Eq. 5 computes the weighted l 2 norm of the vector containing the dissimilarity values calculated feature-wise. However, since not all dissimilarity measures implementing the operator are metrics, the resulting dissimilarity measure (5) is not metric and hence it does not induce a metric space. This aspect is carefully taken in consideration into the design of our OCC System. The weights w ∈ [0, 1] m are suitably optimized during the training phase of the OCC by means of a genetic algorithm (GA).
In the following paragraphs, we describe the implementations of , i.e., the specific dissimilarity measures tailored for each specific FP component. The nature of the feature, F i , will be denoted using the same notation of Tab. 1.
Categorical Data Categorical attributes, also referred to as nominal attributes, are data without an "intuitive" ordering (see Tab. 1 for the data treated as nominal). Let F c = {η 1 , η 2 , ..., η n } be the set of all categorical features of the entire dataset, each described by d categorical attributes: ν 1 , ν 2 , ..., ν d . Let us define the domain of the attribute ν j , DOM(ν j ) = A j1 , A j2 , ..., A j n(j) , where A j l (1 l n(j)) is the set of possible values for the categorical attribute ν j , and n(j) is its cardinality. Let us consider the well-known simple matching distance, defined as follows:
Let x c and y c be the projections on the categorical feature space F c of two generic patterns x, y. The dissimilarity measure between the two categorical objects described by d categorical attributes is implemented as:
Quantitative Data As concerns the quantitative data (see Tab. 1) we distinguish between (i) "Normal" quantitative data and (ii) "Special" quantitative data. The former type includes both numerical and integer values (normalized in [0, 1]); the operator is implemented by the absolute difference: d N = |x − y|. As concerns integer values that rely to temporal information, such as the day in which the LF happened and the time-stamp within that day, it is defined a particular dissimilarity measure implementing , called circular difference. Given an ordered set of integer numbers {0, 1, ..., a}, the circular difference among any x, y in this set is given by: d CD (x, y; a) = min(|x − y| , a − |x − y|).
For "Day start" and "Time start", which are referred to the F D and F T features subspaces, the maximum value for a in (8) is 364 and 1439, respectively. The implementation of the circular difference is designed to avoid that pairs of close days or timestamps give raise to high values of the dissimilarity function.
"Special" quantitative data are normalized in the range [0, 1], but can assume also a special symbol , indicating the "not applicable" condition. It is the case for the "Cable section" feature, since for LFs not related to cables is undefined. The dissimilarity measure d S :
is defined as follows. Given two special quantitative values x, y ∈ F S , we have:
Time Series Data Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a well-known technique to find an optimal alignment between two sequences of variable length. The use of the DTW as dissimilarity measure for sequences of generic objects is well-established in many applications, such as biology, finance, multimedia, and image analysis [36, 40] . An in-depth description of DTW algorithm can be found in [32] . Following the notation introduced in Sec. 4.2.5, the data set consists in three types of TSs, S i , with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Each one represents a vector belonging to the TSs feature vector subspace, F T S i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Thus, given two TSs belonging to the subspace F T S i , the OCC computes the component-wise dissimilarity measure by applying the DTW algorithm.
Model Definition and the Classifier Decision Rule
The most important part of the OCC model is the partition P of S tr , which is obtained through a clustering algorithm -see Fig. 5 for an overview. A hard partition of order k is a collection of k disjoint and non-empty clusters, P = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C k }. Each cluster C i ∈ P is synthetically described by a representative element, which we denote as c i = R(C i ); accordingly, let R(P ) = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c k } be the set of representatives of the partition P . The representative of C i is computed as the element c i that minimizes the sum of distances (MinSOD) [14] :
A cluster representative c i is, in a sense, the prototype of a typical fault scenario individuated in S tr . As a consequence, the information provided by the cluster C i as a whole is useful to conceive a region of the pattern space "around" c i , which describes similar fault scenarios. By defining δ(C i ) ≥ 0 as a measure of cluster extent, we construct the decision region associated to the cluster C j , which we use to implement the classification rule. The cluster extent can be computed as the average/maximum intra-cluster dissimilarity value or by considering their standard deviation, for instance. However, in addition to δ(C i ) we consider also a tolerance parameter, σ i ≥ 0, for defining the decision region. The decision region derived from a cluster C i is hence defined by the quantity B(C i ) = δ(C i ) + σ i , which effectively defines the neighborhood of c i . Fig. 6 provides a schematic overview of a cluster model and its use in the process of classifying a test patternx. The classification rule for a test patternx operates in two stages. First, the nearest cluster representative c * ∈ R(P ) is individuated according to the following expression:
The second step consists in comparing the dissimilarity value d(x, c * ) with B(C i ). We define a binaryvalued function h(·) that performs the hard classification:
Figure 6: The decision region and its characterizing parameters.
Along with the hard classification (12), we developed a mechanism based on fuzzy sets to provide the user with a measure of "reliability" associated to the decisions. This topic is discussed in the following section.
Evaluating the Reliability of the Classification
A Boolean decision on the fact that a new test pattern (i.e., a given SG status) is a fault or not, is operatively reasonable. However, it is important to provide the user also with an additional measure that quantifies the reliability of such a Boolean decision. This becomes even more appropriate in the particular OCC setting. For this purpose, we equip each cluster C i with a suitable membership function [34] , denoted in the following as µ Ci (·). In practice, we generate a fuzzy set over C i . The membership function allows us to quantify the uncertainty (expressed by the membership degree in [0, 1]) of a decision about the recognition of a test pattern. Fig. 7 depicts this idea by an intuitive illustration. Membership values close to either 0 or 1 denote "certain" and hence reliable decisions. When the membership degree assigned to a test pattern is close to 0.5, there no clear distinction about the fact that such a test pattern is really a fault or not (regardless of the correctness of the Boolean decision).
For this purpose, we used a parametric sigmoid model for µ Ci (·), which is defined as follows:
where a i , b i ≥ 0 are two parameters specific to C i , and d(·, ·) is the dissimilarity measure (5). Notably, a i is used to control the steepness of the sigmoid (the lower the value, the faster the rate of change), and b i is used to translate the function on the input domain. If a cluster (that models a typical fault situation found in the training set) is very compact, then it describes a very specific fault scenario. Therefore, no significant variations should be accepted to consider test patterns as members of this cluster. The converse is also true. If a cluster is characterized by a wide extent, then we might be more tolerant in the evaluation of the membership. Accordingly, the parameter a i is defined directly as δ(C i ). On the other hand, we define b i as b i = δ(C i ) + σ i /2. This allows us to position the part of the sigmoid that changes faster right in-between the area of the decision region determined by the dissimilarity values falling in [B( Finally, the soft decision function, s(·), is defined as
where C * is the cluster satisfying Eq. 11. The evaluation of Eq. 14 over a test set S ts , n = |S ts |, yields n membership degrees, each assigned to a specific pattern of S ts . We can evaluate the reliability of the decisions taken on S ts as a whole by considering a fuzzy set, say M, characterized by those n membership degrees. We can implement such an evaluation measure by calculating the fuzzy entropy [26] of M according to the following expression,
where ∩ and ∪ are defined as the minimum and maximum operators, respectively, and the cardinality of the resulting fuzzy set is taken as the sum of the membership degrees. Fuzzy entropy values close to zero would indicate that, overall, the decisions are reliable. Conversely, if the fuzzy entropy is one (this case is possible when all membership degrees are equal to 0.5), then the decisions are highly unreliable. It is worth stressing that the reliability measures herein discussed should not be confused with the measures of correctness of the recognition (i.e., the evaluation of the correctness of the discrimination among target and non-target patterns).
Training of the OCC by k -means
We propose a learning strategy to synthesize the OCC model that is based on the well-known k -means [20] . This clustering procedure depends on an integer parameter, k, defining a priori the partition order. The dissimilarity measure described in Sec. 4.3.1 depends on a vector of weights, w. Moreover, the decision regions -Sec. 4.3.2 -are based on the thresholds σ i . Setting those parameters, denoted p j = [w j , σ j ], is of utmost importance, and of course it has a significative influence on the results yielded by k -means.
For this reason, a GA is employed to find optimal values for p j parameters, maximizing the following objective function:
In (16), A(S vs ) is the performance measure achieved on S vs (we specify the nature of such a measure in the experiments section). The second term in (16) defines a constrain for the (average) cluster extension. The GA is in charge to find the parameters, p j , that minimize the l 1 norm of the tolerances used to define the decision regions, while at the same time provide effective performance in terms of recognition. Fig. 8 shows a diagram illustrating the optimization stage. As concerns the learning phase, it is well-known that the k -means algorithm is sensible to the adopted cluster initialization strategy; here we used a fast randomized initialization. To compensate this fact, the current version of the OCC takes as external parameter the k value and a classification model is synthesized for each k in a given user-defined range k min , k max . For each k in this range, we synthesize three models with different random initializations. The fitness (16) associated to a candidate solution p j is hence the average of the fitness calculated for those three models. In the test phase, we use a majority voting scheme to decide if a given test pattern falls in one of the synthesized decision regions or not.
Experimental Evaluation
In Sec. 5.1 we present the main experimental setting adopted in this paper. Successively, we show the obtained results in terms of quality of the recognition, respectively on synthetically generated data (Sec. 5.2) and the data provided by ACEA (Sec. 5.3).
Experimental setting
A (one-class) classification problem instance is defined as a triple of disjoint sets, namely training set (S tr ), validation set (S vs ), and test set (S ts ). Given a specific parameters setting, a classification model is synthesized on S tr and it is validated on S vs . The generalization capability of the model is computed on S ts .
The proposed OCC produces both hard (12) and soft decisions (14) . In the hard decision case, we evaluate the recognition performance of the classifier by exploiting the confusion matrix. In particular, we consider the false positive rate (FPR), recall, precision, and accuracy [17] . On the other hand, in the soft decision case, we quantify the correctness of the classifier by computing the area under the ROC curve (AUC) [17] generated by interpreting the membership degrees (14) as suitable "scores" assigned by the classifier to the test patterns.
The OCC parameters defining the model are optimized by means of a GA, which is guided by the objective in Eq. 16. In (16), we implement the accuracy term as the accuracy elaborated from the confusion matrix. In the voting scheme used during the cross-validation, it is possible to obtain more than one model scoring the same highest value of accuracy on S vs . In such a case, we chose the model characterized by the soft decisions denoting the lowest fuzzy entropy (15) . This would help in choosing a model that discriminates and it is also more reliable. The GA performs stochastic uniform selection, Gaussian mutation, and scattered crossover (with crossover fraction of 0.8). The GA implements a form of elitism that imports the two fittest individuals in the next generation; the population size is 50. The stop criteria is defined by considering a maximum number of iterations (250) and a check that controls the variations of the best individual fitness. Fig. 9 shows the first synthetic test that we discuss just to show the functioning of the proposed OCC. The target patterns used for training the OCC are distributed in three Gaussian shaped, well-separated, clusters. Patterns used for testing are clearly highly recognizable. The k -means is executed with k = 3 and by synthesizing three different models to be used for the majority voting mechanism. The accuracy obtained on the test set with the k -means is equal to one for all three models. In Fig. 10 , we report the soft decisions on the test set of the three best-performing models. While the hard decisions are all correct, we note that with the first model we obtain more reliable decisions. In fact, the computed fuzzy entropy is much lower than the other two (the fuzzy entropy is almost zero). As a consequence, the OCC chooses the results of this model as the final output. We now move to a synthetic test designed to provide a justification for the generation of the non-fault (i.e., non-target) patterns that we used within the ACEA data (discussed later in Sec. 5.3). Fig. 11(a) illustrates the considered setting. Training, validation, and test target patterns are still grouped in three well-separated Gaussian clusters. Non-target patterns used for validating and testing a model are distributed uniformly over the [0, 1] 2 domain; those patterns outnumber the target patterns. By testing the OCC over such data, we expect to observe an "implicit" FPR that is proportional to the number of (training set) target patterns. In other terms, we expect to observe F P R |S tr |/|Ŝ ts |, whereŜ ts is the subset of test patterns belonging to the non-target class. We considered 150 target patterns for the training, validation, and test sets, while we used 1500 non-target patterns in the validation and test sets. As expected, the FPR of the best model is 0.1082, with an overall accuracy of 0.8953. By means of this interpretation, we could safely affirm that the "true" FPR is only 0.0082, since |S tr |/|Ŝ ts | = 0.1. The AUC is 0.9884; Fig. 11(b) shows the calculated membership values for the test patterns. Although the discrimination is very good, the OCC necessarily commits some mistakes, due the uniform distribution of the non-target patterns.
Tests on synthetic data
To demonstrate the reliability of this interpretation of the test, we repeated this experiment by increasing the ratio |S tr |/|Ŝ ts | from 0.1 to 0.475, and, accordingly, increasing also the spread of the target patterns over the domain. In Fig. 12 we show the linear correlation between the increments of the |S tr |/|Ŝ ts | ratio and the calculated FPR over the respective test set. As it was expected, there is a strong linear relationship among those two quantities (correlation coefficient is 0.96), which demonstrates that the implicit FPR obtained with this method of generation of non-target patterns is predictable. 
Results on the ACEA data
The ACEA dataset available for our experiments does not contain instances of non-fault situations. This fact creates some difficulty in evaluating any data-driven inference mechanism. To generate instances of non-fault patterns, we use the method discussed in the second experiment presented in the previous section. Non-target (i.e., non-fault) patterns are formed by generating, with a uniform distribution, each feature value characterizing the FP (see Sec. 4.1 for details on the considered features). In Fig. 13 we show the first two components of the PCA calculated over the dissimilarity matrix, D ij = d(x i , x j ), ∀x i , x j ∈ S, generated for the entire available ACEA dataset S, containing either fault and non-fault instances; d(·, ·) in Eq. 5 is computed by using unitary weights. The herein considered dataset is divided in training, validation, and test sets according to the following splits. The training set is composed of 532 fault patterns; in the validation set we have 470 fault and 500 non-fault patterns; finally for the test we have 82 fault and 500 non-fault patterns. The number of non-faults is chosen by considering also the typical running time of the OCC synthesis, which is of the order of hours. Figure 13 : First two components of the PCA elaborated over the dissimilarity matrix constructed from the ACEA dataset containing either fault and non-fault (uniformly generated) patterns.
Tab. 2 shows the obtained results. We tested the OCC for five different values of k in the k -means algorithm. For each k, we repeated the test five different times by changing the random seed; hence the results are intended as averages with related standard deviations. In the table we show the false positive rate (FPR), the recall (R), the accuracy (A), the area under the ROC curve (AUC), the fuzzy entropy (FE) of the winning model, and finally the mutual information (MI) among the fitness of the best individual and the estimated entropy of the related weights. Let us focus now on the first five columns. Results in terms of recognition, considering both hard and soft decisions, are in general very good. The best overall result is obtained with k = 7 (please note a somewhat clear 7-cluster structure of the fault patterns appearing from the first two components of the PCA in Fig. 13) . Notably, FPRs are always very low, demonstrating the capability of the proposed OCC of synthesizing well-defined and effective decision regions. Notwithstanding non-fault patterns are generated by using a uniform distribution over each feature describing a FP (please see Fig. 13 ), the system is able to isolate such patterns correctly -FPR results are better than expected. On the same line of thoughts, both accuracy and AUC are nearly one, denoting an almost perfect recognition of FPs. The FE of the best models (see Sec. 4.3.3) is almost negligible (in accord with the very high AUC), which tells us that the soft decisions are also highly reliable. Let us discuss now the information conveyed by the MI column in Tab. 2. As it is clear from Eq. 5, each feature is weighted by a specific w j ∈ [0, 1]. Such weights, w, are calculated by exploiting the fitness function in Eq. 16, which searches for the best-performing parameters configuration on a suitable validation set. It is important to assess the importance of the considered features describing a fault pattern with respect to the classification problem at hand. Notably, we expect to find features that are, in average, more relevant than others, thus contributing with more impact in the discrimination process. To verify such a hypothesis, in Fig. 14 we show the estimated density (kernel-based estimator) of the weights related to the best-performing individual; k = 7 is considered here. From the figure it is possible to deduce that the features are not uniformly weighted.
It is worth noting that, regardless of the value of k, there is a subset of features that is always associated with high weights (details not shown). Such features are: "Time start", "Primary station fault distance", "Median point", "Max temperature", "Rain", "Interruption (breaker)", and "Petersen alarms". Such features confirm what the expertise of the ACEA company indicates as most important factors congruent to a LF. The time of the day ("Time start") is a sensible variable due to the changing on energy demand that normally presents two peaks, one at the middle of the day and one in the later evening. The distance from the PS ("Primary station fault distance") and the absolute position of the LF ("Median point") is also a characterizing property, confirming the hypothesis on the amount of electric current that flow along a backbone -see Sec. 4.2.2. Other important indicators advised by the ACEA company experts are the weather conditions, specially the millimeters of rains and the maximum temperature in a day. In fact, it is well-known (and it is also reasonable) that the events of heavy rain are strongly correlated with black-outs in the grid. Accordingly, a strong discrimination is conveyed by the sequences of automatically registered events. In particular, the interruptions registered in the PSs due to the opening of the prevention breakers caused by short circuits on the power line and the Petersen alarms, which are registered as soon as a loss of the dielectric capacity of the power equipments is detected. This phenomena can be physically characterized by overheating (due to the high currents) in which the dielectric of power equipments changes his properties for a short period. The presence of bursts of these events could be indicative of an imminent LF. This last perspective will be studied in detail in future research studies.
The OCC system is trained by cross-validation, exploiting the fitness function in Eq. 16.
Here we aim to demonstrate that the solutions found by the OCC become more informative as the system finds better solutions, i.e., with solutions that improve the discrimination of faults/non-faults. This result helps us in justifying the claim that the final solutions found by the proposed OCC are informative (the considered features have different importance in the discrimination process). As previously described, the synthesis of the OCC consists in performing a certain number of iterations until the stop criterion in reached. An important observation is that, during the iterations characterizing the optimization, the fitness of the best- performing individual has a non-decreasing trend (this is obtained since we use a form of elitism in our GA). Accordingly, we expect to observe a non-decreasing trend also for what concerns the estimated entropy of the distribution underlying the weights w related to the best-performing individual of each iteration. To demonstrate such a claim, we calculated the (non-linear) correlation among the sequence of fitness values and the one of the entropy estimations, both related to the best-performing solutions found at each iteration/evolution. Fig. 15 shows those two sequences for a specific test performed with k = 7. Although at the beginning the two series are not very correlated, they stabilize to a similar trend that is captured via the estimation of the mutual information [31] . The MI column in Tab. 2 reports the average mutual information estimated between those two series for each k; MI values fall within the [0, 1] range. As it is possible to observe, the non-linear correlation is in general good, especially in the k = 7 case, where also the MI reaches its maximum score.
Conclusions
Predicting faults in real-world smart grid systems is a challenging task. This is due to the high variability of those types of systems and also to the heterogeneity of the data that actually characterize a fault situation. In our study, we modeled localized faults in the ACEA smart grid by means of several heterogeneous features. The proposed one-class classifier is based on an interplay among clustering and multiple, ad-hoc, dissimilarity measures, each one specialized to a particular feature type (e.g., categorical, metric, and TS). The classifier synthesis is guided by a genetic algorithm, in charge to optimize the weighting parameters of the dissimilarity measure adopted in the input domain, as well as the decision region boundaries. The proposed system is able to provide both hard (i.e., Boolean) and soft decisions regarding the recognition of a test pattern. Soft decisions are introduced also to offer a measure of reliability concerning the decisions; non reliable decisions can be recognized by calculating the fuzzy entropy of the resulting membership function. Experimental evaluations performed on the ACEA data demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed solution in a realworld setting.
Future directions include the possibility to evaluate other clustering algorithms and different global optimization schemes. In addition, we will focus our study also on the series of electrical current measured in the ACEA grid. The aim is to characterize the underlying system generating such series with particular interest in finding a correlation/causation rule with respect to the observed faults. 
